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it’s not uncommon for Crystal pools to face challenging sites when constructing pools, and this is one of the reasons 
why the company produces some of the most unique and striking pool designs in the industry. The featured pool 
illustrates this perfectly because, while it was a challenging build, the result is a flawless pool design that looks as if 
it were constructed with the house.

When the homeowners came to Crystal pools, they requested the company take their under-utilised backyard, with 
a tricky and sloping block, and turn it into a new pool area that looked like it belonged there, flowing perfectly from 
the house. Crystal pools listened to the homeowners’ needs and worked with them to achieve a pool that ticked all of  
the boxes.

Crystal pools overcame the steep block and existing concrete deck, and constructed a pool that seamlessly integrates 
with the existing property. The pool was positioned close to the boundary to maximise space, and extended walkways 
connect the pool with the backyard and home.
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The 7m x 3.5m concrete pool has striking Q-pebble navy lining with waterline tiles, and is complemented by tumbled 
travertine paving. The feature wall with a sheer descent waterfall is the focal point of the design, and is also highly 
functional as below the waterfall there is an alcove that doubles as a safety ledge and a place for children to cool 
off underneath falling water. The addition of a spa also ensures year round use and a range of entertaining options.

To lower the homeowners’ power usage, Crystal pools installed a Viron Cl400 cartridge filter and a low speed p300 
Viron pump. The pool is also heated with a Hurlcon Viron gas heater which is the most efficient gas heater available 
and allows the unit to achieve 97 per cent efficiency.

There is no limit to the range of pool styles Crystal pools can design and construct. From olympic pools to swim 
centres, water features, equine pools and everything residential, it has the experience and expertise to turn your 
dreams into reality.

les denton started the company in 1957, making Crystal pools the oldest concrete pool building business in Australia. 
Today, the company predominantly works in sydney and the Central Coast for residential pools and travels nationally 
for commercial pools, building about 200 pools each year.
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